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We perform detailed studies of state-of-the-art laser stabilization to high finesse optical cavities, revealing
fundamental mechanical thermal noise-related length fluctuations. We compare the frequency noise of lasers
tightly locked to the resonances of a variety of rigid Fabry-Perot cavities of differing lengths and mirror
substrate materials. The results are in agreement with the theoretical model proposed in K. Numata, A.
Kemery, and J. Camp �Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 250602 �2004��. The results presented here on the fundamental
limits of FP references will impact planning and construction of next generation ultrastable optical cavities.
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Fabry-Perot �FP� cavities with resonance full width half
maximums of �10 kHz and exceptional length stability are
essential tools in the frequency stabilization of lasers for pre-
cision spectroscopy �1�, optical atomic clocks �2,3�, quantum
optics experiments, and interferometric gravity wave detec-
tors �4�. The most common limits to the frequency stability
of a cavity stabilized laser are photon shot noise, residual
amplitude modulation �RAM� contaminating the error signal,
and changes of the cavity length from accelerations. The
latter limitation has been overcome with vibration isolation
of Ref. �1� and the use of a mounting geometry that reduces
acceleration sensitivity �5�, resulting in linewidths typically
less than 1 Hz, with the best system being 0.16 Hz �1�. Re-
cently, a theoretical formulation of thermal noise driven dis-
placement fluctuations in rigid FP cavities �6� has proposed
that such fluctuations may limit the length �and thus fre-
quency� stability of these frequency references. Indeed, these
theoretical limits �6�, which are of the order of 1
�10−16 m/�Hz at 1 Hz as a displacement �for a ULE �12�
�Corning 7972 Ultra Low Expansion� cavity of �20 cm
length�, appear to be able to explain two previously pub-
lished stability results �1,4�. Here we present the first system-
atic and detailed experimental confirmation of this thermal
noise model. The thermal noise fluctuations of suspended
mirrors for interferometric gravity wave detectors have been
measured in a test experiment �7� using short cavities. Be-
cause of their typical �10 cm lengths and the 1/ f power
spectral density of the displacement fluctuations in mechani-
cal systems with internal damping �8–10�, thermal noise is
an observable effect in rigid cavities at Fourier frequencies
of �10 Hz or less. The thermal noise limits to the frequency
stability of Fabry-Perot cavities are problematic for future

optical standards, many of which are based on optical tran-
sitions tens of mHz in linewidth �2�.

In this Rapid Communication, we present a detailed and
systematic experimental investigation of thermal-noise-
driven length fluctuations in various Fabry-Perot cavities
over the Fourier frequency range of 0.03 to 100 Hz, confirm-
ing the model proposed in �6�. This was achieved by mea-
suring the frequency noise of a laser whose frequency was
tightly servo-locked to a resonance of the cavity, and com-
paring the cavity-locked laser with a second independent la-
ser, frequency-stabilized to its own cavity, that had a stability
comparable with or better than the one under test �5�.

From the fluctuation-dissipation theorem, the most sig-
nificant parameters in the calculation of the thermal noise
spectrum for a given structure are the mechanical quality �Q�
factor and Young’s modulus of the material �8�. From the
“order-of magnitude” formulas given in �6�, the power spec-
tral density of mirror thermal noise displacement �which
typically dominates the spacer contribution� is
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where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the temperature, � is
Poisson’s ratio, E is the Young’s modulus, w0 is the beam
radius, �=1/Q, the loss angle of the substrate or coating �as
labeled�, and d is the coating thickness ��5 �m�. The term
preceding the bracket is the contribution of the substrate
while the term inside the bracket is the modifying effect of
the coating. In our experiments, the materials from which the
cavities are made are all glasses with similar Young’s modu-
lus. However, an important quantity, the mechanical Q fac-
tors of the different materials, spans a factor of 300 in dif-
ferent cases. A comparison of noise from cavities using
identical mirrors with spacers of different length, tested
whether the mirror noise dominated the spacer noise. Lastly,
the noise of a TEM00 mode and a TEM24 mode were com-
pared to test the dependence on mode radius w0.

For all the measurements described here, the frequency
reference was a Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm frequency locked
to a resonance of a Fabry-Perot cavity made of ULE �Corn-
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ing 7972� �12�, a system that had previously demonstrated
sub-Hz linewidths �5�. With typically 100 �W incident on
the cavity, shot-noise-limited locking contributed a fre-
quency noise linear spectral density of 0.1 Hz/�Hz. The op-
tical system of the cavity under test was very similar to the
reference laser system. Cavities of different geometries were
swapped out from the mounting structure, with other parts of
the mechanical, optical, and electronic systems remaining
largely unchanged. Light was transferred through an optical
fiber �with a phase noise cancellation servo� from the refer-
ence laser system to the isolated platform of the system un-
der test �13�, where a heterodyne beat between the light from
the two lasers was detected on a photodiode. A third laser
system was constructed at 698 nm �2� and the frequency in-
stability of this laser was measured �14� with our reference
laser and a broadband, frequency stabilized, femtosecond
comb.

We discuss the results in three sections corresponding to
tests of the noise dependence on mirror material Q factor,
length, and mode radius. The properties of the reference cav-
ity and the six cavities under test are listed in Table I. The
results of the beat frequency instability analysis for these
cavities is shown in Fig. 1. Table II summarizes the results
shown in Fig. 1 and compares the resulting experimental
data with values calculated from the order-of-magnitude for-
mulas in �6�.

The mechanical loss of the cavity mirrors was varied by
replacement of fused silica �FS� substrate mirrors �A in Fig.
1�b� and Table I� with Zerodur substrate mirrors �B�. The
high Q factor of the fused silica substrate is significantly
modified by the effect of the coating �400 times lower in Q
factor� though scaled by d /w0�1/35, in the power spectral
density in Eq. �1�.

The optically contacted FS mirrors were removed from
the spacer, the second Zerodur mirror set �with similar con-
trast and finesse to the first� contacted to the same spacer,
and the altered cavity returned to the original mounting
structure. The optical and electronic systems remained un-
changed except for a small change in the proportional gain of
the loop filter for servo-locking. Curves A and B of Fig. 1�b�
show the Allan deviation of the heterodyne beat of the sta-
bilized reference laser and the lasers locked to cavities la-

beled A and B in Table I, respectively. The �100 MHz beat
signal data were analyzed by a frequency counter with typi-
cally four sets of 1000 s long records per curve plotted here.
The data possessed a linear frequency drift ranging from
typical values of 10 Hz/s �cavity length creep� to an extreme
case of 150 Hz/s for one of the short cavities. In this case,
inadequate spacer surface flatness prevented good optical
contacts and the spacer was not chemically etched to remove
surface damage from machining. These drifts were removed
in data processing by subtracting off the linear frequency
drift from the time series data. Nonlinear components of the
drift, due to temperature changes of the cavity, had periods of
many hours. The residual from each fit was then analyzed to
give the Allan deviation. Curves A and B can be compared at
an integration time of �1 s to give a stability ratio of 4.6,
corresponding closely to the ratio from the calculated values.
Curves AS and BS in Fig. 1�a� show the more traditional
spectral density data for cavities A and B. Although the spec-
tral nature of the stability curve is slightly different to the
theoretical 1 /�f as a displacement, the ratio of the quantities
agrees with Eq. �1�.

The length of the cavity was changed by switching the
same Zerodur substrate mirrors from the 35 mm long Zero-
dur spacer �B in Fig. 1�b� and Table I� to a 10 mm long
Zerodur spacer �D�. The short cavity spacer was not mounted
with the same degree of lengthwise symmetry, as in cases A
and B, hence there is an increase in acceleration-related noise
visible at 0.02 s and in spectrum DS. Although curves B and
D differ somewhat in their slopes, the ratio of the Allan
deviations of curve D/B is close to the inverse ratio of their
lengths, 3.5, indicating that mirror substrate thermal noise
fluctuations dominate spacer-length fluctuations.

For different mode radii, the Allan deviation of the laser
locked to the TEM00 mode and TEM24 mode of the same
cavity are shown in Fig. 1�c� as curves B and B2. Angular
fluctuations of the cavity mode and input beam caused the
bump in curve B2: however, a comparison of the variance
curves B and B2 at 8 s integration time gives a ratio of 1.4,
which is in close agreement with the square root of the ratio
of the mode diameters, 1.3.

Curves B and C show the difference between cavities of
the same dimensions and material �though with different mir-

TABLE I. Properties of cavities tested for frequency noise. Zer = Zerodur �12� and FS = Fused silica and the loss angle � of the materials
�6�. The coating loss angle is 4�10−4 �6,11�. The dimensions of the spacer are given in columns 4 and 5, and column 6 shows the
approximate mode spot sizes �intensity 1/e2 radius� on the cavity mirrors. The Poisson ratio is 0.17 �ULE and FS�, and 0.24 �Zer�. The
Young’s modulus is �67�109 Pa for ULE, Zer, and FS.

Case
Spacer

material

Mirror substrate
material and loss

angles �8�

Spacer
length
�mm�

Spacer
radius
�mm�

Mode
size

��m�

Reference cavity ULE ULE ��=1.6�10−5� 50 6.3 175

A Zer FS ��=1�10−6� 35 15 250

B Zer Zer ��=3�10−4� 35 15 100

B2 TEM24 Zer Zer 35 15 170

C 698 nm Zer Zer 35 15 175

D Zer Zer 10 12.5 130

E Zer FS 10 12.5 185
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ror curvatures� at two wavelengths, 698 nm �C� and 1064 nm
�B�. Although a third, markedly different laser system with
different noise and modulation properties was used with cav-
ity C, the resulting stability is similar to the 1064 nm cavi-
ties, giving independent confirmation of our results.

We now consider noise contributions. To estimate the to-
tal instability of the reference cavity, including locking error,
thermal noise and thermal expansion, the order-of-magnitude
calculations �6� indicate that the beat frequency instability
�curve A of Fig. 1�b��, has approximately equal contributions
from the reference laser and the cavity under test. The insta-
bility of the reference laser may therefore be estimated as
curve A divided by �2. The noise floor of the locking to each
cavity is the combination of shot noise, RAM, and at times
greater than 3 h, temperature change of the cavities. At Fou-
rier frequencies less than 5 Hz, RAM is the largest source of

locking error. Because RAM has several possible origins
�e.g., parasitic etalons and geometrical effects�, we measured
the net noise floor of locking the laser to the cavity by tuning
the laser away from any detectable cavity resonance, record-
ing the error signal and converting it to frequency units with
the measured error signal slope. This quantity was scaled by
the cavity contrast to account for the power level detected
when the laser is locked to the cavity. The noise floor at
Fourier frequencies �15 Hz is close to the calculated noise
density for shot noise for our experimental parameters. The
contribution of RAM and shot noise to the beat is plotted in
curve SN of Fig. 1�a�, and is clearly distinguishable from the
best frequency noise spectral density of cavity A, curve AS.

Column 4 of Table II is the ratio between the lowest mea-
sured value and the calculated Allan deviation. Comparison
of the magnitudes of expected and measured noise is com-
plicated because of the difference in the slopes of their Allan
deviations. The increase of a factor of �2.3 between the
measured and theoretical values may be attributed to the low
mechanical Q-factor of the cavity assembly due to the use of
glue or silicone sealant adhesives �5� and a support structure
of Teflon. The adopted value of �coat of 4�10−4 �6� is also
one of the best on record and may not be representative of
our unmeasured mirrors.

Theory �6� predicts a flat line of Allan deviation �1/ f
power spectral density�, while power-law curve fits to the
three best data sets �curves B, C, and D of Figs. 1�b� and
1�c�� are ��0.25 in the range of integration times of 0.1 to
30 s, corresponding to power spectral densities of �f−1.25.
Since the cavity of case A has a higher thermal expansion
coefficient of its effective length �because of its fused silica
mirrors� than others and because the temperature controllers
were left running unaltered over the length of the experi-
ment, thermal expansion therefore contributes little to the
slopes of curves B, C, and D. The frequency dependence of
the loss angle of materials such as silica have a power-law
relationship of �f0.8 �11�, which has the wrong frequency
dependence to account for the difference here between
theory and measurement. Thermoelastic noise can be ex-
cluded as a noise source for the cavities used here �6�. In
other experiments of the measurement of off-resonance ther-
mal noise �7,9�, the fit is excellent. We note that our mea-
surements are at frequencies that are significantly lower than
�7,9� as a fraction of the first mechanical resonance fre-
quency, �1 Hz/123 kHz. Without a quantitative explanation
for the frequency dependence of our data, we note that the
properties of optical contacts between the mirrors and spacer
are variable and the contact could degrade the Q factor of the
mirror substrate or add displacement noise of its own �6�. As
mentioned, the Q factor of the cavity may have a frequency
dependence, because of the glues and sealants and Teflon
used in the construction and supports.

In conclusion, we provide the most systematic and con-
vincing measurements to date of the thermal-noise-driven
length fluctuations of a range of Fabry-Perot cavities. Results
are comparable with theory. With the mirrors contributing
the largest length fluctuations, due to the loss angle of the
coatings, the optimal length of future FP cavities may be a
compromise between thermal noise and acceleration sensi-
tivity considerations, as the acceleration sensitivity of a cav-

FIG. 1. �a� Single sided frequency noise spectral density data for
the beats of the reference laser vs the cases A �AS�, B �BS�, and D
�DS� of Table I. Curve SN is the spectrum, in frequency units, of
the error signal when not resonant with the cavity for cases A and B.
�b� Allan deviation data for the beats of the reference laser vs cases
A, B, D, and E. Typical error bars are shown for the Allan deviation
of curve D. �c� Allan deviation data for the beats of the reference
laser vs cases B, B2, C, and E.
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ity increases with length �5�. Designs that have common
mode rejection of acceleration may become important �5�.
The reduction of mechanical losses in dielectric coatings is
currently under investigation �11�. Using fused silica mirror
substrates and a ULE spacer is one compromise, although
the thermal expansion of the cavity can be expected to be
�10−7 K−1 which is large compared with ULE
��10−9 K−1�. Using a mode of large radius is possible
through high order off-axis transverse cavity modes, al-
though the necessary mode matching is more complex. Cryo-
genic cooling would provide improvement scaling with the
square root of the temperature, though disappointingly the Q

factor of the coatings does not increase with reduced tem-
perature �15�. Using a hybrid cavity/atomic or molecular ref-
erence for times �1 s is certainly a possibility �16� although
less flexible than only a cavity.
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TABLE II. Comparison of theory and measurements of thermal noise displacement fluctuations expressed
as Allan deviation �A-dev�, including the ratio of measured/calculated values for the cavities listed in Table
I. Also included is the spectral density value of equivalent cavity length fluctuation at 1 Hz.

Case

Calculated
A-dev
of beat

Measured
lowest

point A-dev
Ratio

measured/calc

Measured
displacement noise

m/�Hz

Reference
cavity
only

1.8�10−15

A 2.8�10−15 5.0�10−15 1.8 1.7�10−16

B 1.3�10−14 2.0�10−14 1.6 1.0�10−15

B2 9.4�10−15

C 9.4�10−15 2.5�10−14 2.7 1.2�10−15

D 3.8�10−14 1.0�10−13 2.7 1.0�10−15

E 7.1�10−15 3.0�10−14 4.2 2.7�10−16
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